Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs)
Q. Is JVBI a recognized Institute?
Ans. JVBI was given recognition under section- 3 of UGC Act 1956 on 20th march 1991.
Q. Is JVBI an institute accredited by NAAC?
Ans. The institute was given B+ grade by NAAC.
Q. Does the institute have 12B status?
Ans. JVBI has 12B status by UGC.
Q. Does JVBI run / conduct courses through distance education program?
Ans. Yes, various courses are being run through the distance mode in JVBI.
Q. Which courses are conducted through distance mode in the institute?
Ans. The following courses are being run through the distance mode in JVBI.
Name of Course
Duration
Eligibility
1. M.A. Jainology Comparative Religion and Philosophy 2 years
Graduate
2. M.A. Yoga & Science of Living
2 years
Graduate
3. M.A. Hindi
2 years
Graduate
4. M.A. English
2 years
Graduate
5. M.A. Political Science
2 years
Graduate
6. Bachelor of Arts (B.A.)
3 years
10+2 or BPP
7. Bachelor of Commerce (B.Com.)
3 years
10+2
For Detail information, visit our website www.jvbi.ac.in.
Q. Are the courses recognized by the UGC?
Ans. All the courses have been recognized by the UGC(DEB).
Q. What is the date of applying for the distance education courses?
Ans. The months of July and August are decided as the month of admission process.
Q. From where the application form for admission are available?
Ans. The admission forms can be obtained from the institute's office and the same can be
downloaded from institute’s website www.jvbi.ac.in
Q. Is there any provision of assignment in the distance education courses run by the
institute?
Ans. Yes, there is a provision of assignment in all courses. The Scholars can solve the
questions given in the question banks on the website and submit the assignment by the
predecided date in the institute. If someone fails to submit the sessional work, the result is
withheld. The withheld result is declared only after the receiving of sessional work
/assignment before or on the due date. 30 percentage marks are allotted for sessional work.
Q. Is the course material/SLM available on the website of the institute?
Ans. Yes.

Q. Are the video lectures available on the website?
Ans. Yes.
Q. When is the annual examination of Distance Education Programme held in?
Ans. Examination are held in the months of April and May.
Q. When are the practical classes of M.A. Yoga and Science of Living conducted?
Ans. JVBI conducts the practical classes both for M.A. Yoga and Science of Living and
B.A Science of Living. The duration of practical classes 15 days for M.A and 10 days for
B,A. Contact classes They are conducted from January to April at difference places of
Rajasthan.
Q. What is the process of the declaring results and providing marksheets?
Ans. The Examination results of all courses are declared in the months of July and August.
The results are available on the website of the institute and the marksheets are sent by
registered post to the addresses provided by the students.
Q. Is there any facilities/provision for re-evaluation?
Ans. There is a provision of applying re-evaluation within one month of the declaration of
result. The students have to fill up the form and deposit the prescribed fee. The form can be
obtained from the institute or from the institute's website.
Q. What is the process of getting the degree of JVBI?
Ans. Every year the institute holds convocation in the auspicious presence of Anushasta of
JVBI where degrees are distributed. All pass out candidates are invited to the program.
Those who cannot come are sent degrees to their home address. Such candidates are
expected to fill up the form and obtained the degrees by registered post.
Q. What is the process of obtaining migration certificate from the institute?
Ans. The migration certificate can be received through registered post to fill the form (form
is available on the website) with paying the required fee.
Q. Is there any counseling center in the Institute?
Ans. There is a student’s help center in the institute for providing information regarding all
courses. The center works for advising the students about admission, helping them in all
matters and satisfying their curiosity about the all matters related to admission to
examination. To answer the questions of the students/learners, there is also student’s help
desk.
The various help line numbers are-01581-224332, 9462658501, 9462658601,
Website- www.jvbi.ac.in,
Email- dde@jvbi.ac.in,, sijvbi@gmail.com
Director, Directorate of Distance Education

